
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-18-14 No sign of... Tufts University Tissue Engineering 

Resource Center getting $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 

Super Computers IBM delivered to Los Alamos this decade. 

From 2010 to 2014. 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 No sign of... Gaza talks breakthrough as ceasefire 

nears end 

8-18-14 No sign of 52... Nearest Stars talks going public in 
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8-18-14 No sign of 52... Nearest Stars talks going public in 

this 1984 II Society 

8-18-14 No sign of... "New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos 

to Cure Breast Cancer" Every Nuke Supercomputer at Los 

Alamos will be working 24/7 when this projects gets the OK 

from our 1984 II Societies Top Brass. 

8-18-14 No sign of... Researchers at Brown University have 

devised a microchip that acts like an obstacle course for 

Cancer Cells... 

8-18-14 No sign of... Brown University calling Los Alamos for 

a sign, from the Elite Nuke Super Computer Scientists. Who 

knows maybe fission or fusion will spark, serendipity a Los 

Alamos Obstacle Course for cancer Cells that they can't make 

it through to other organs!! 

8-18-14 No sign of... Cancer can spread in various ways, 

including having the ability of individual cells to move 

away from the main tumor and invade other tissues. One 

process that makes this possible is epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT), a mechanism that turns epithelial cells 

into mesenchymal stem cells that have lost their cell-cell 

adhesion. 

8-18-14 No sign of... any iApp to help us pronounce + spell, 

epithelial-mesenchymal. 

8-18-14 No sign of... While EMT has been known to play a role 

in cancers spreading, studying how the morphed cells move 

away from a tumor has been a challenge. To help with that, 

Researchers at Brown University have devised a microchip 

that acts like an obstacle course for tumor cells that have 

gone through EMT. 
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8-18-14 No sign of... The microchip consists of a surface with 

pegs placed throughout that are 10 micrometers wide and 

spaced 10 micrometers apart. A line of benign cancer cells 

was induced to become malignant and placed on the 

microchip. Free to roam, the cells began migrating through 

the chip and between the pillars while a microscope captured 

time-lapse imagery of the action. The researchers discovered 

that most of the cells stuck together and moved slowly across 

the chip, while about 16 percent of them dashed forward 

and quickly slithered across on their own. Moreover, many of 

the cells that stayed behind with the main group began to 

produce epithelial proteins, signaling that they turned back 

into epithelial cells. The researchers believe that this points 

to potential therapies that focus on keeping EMT cells from 

rushing ahead of the main group, hopefully turning back 

into cells that don’t have a constant urge to move away. 

Here’s time lapse video of cancer cells moving through the 

chip: 

8-18-14 No sign of... "New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos 

to Cure Breast Cancer" Every Nuke Supercomputer at Los 

Alamos will be working 24/7 when this projects gets the OK 

from our 1984 II Societies Top Brass. 

8-18-14 No sign of... Researchers at Brown University have 

devised a microchip that acts like an obstacle course for 

Cancer Cells... 

8-18-14 No sign of... Brown University calling Los Alamos for 

a sign, from the Elite Nuke Super Computer Scientists. Who 

knows maybe fission or fusion will spark, serendipity a Los 

Alamos Obstacle Course for cancer Cells that they can't make 

it through to other organs!! 

8-18-14 No sign of Holocaust II "Poison Gas Exhaust" to End 

Overnight with the ElectricWindmillFord Escort on the front 

page of the NY Times. Sober thoughts at Saint Jude Childrens 

Cancer Hospital keeping track of the Holocaust II children 

murdered by $4 gas exhaust. Tortured to death via 
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murdered by $4 gas exhaust. Tortured to death via 

Childrens Cancers! This is a War Crime the UN will never 

admit until a Yale Med School is Built on the site were the 

UN stands today! 

8-18-14 No sign of Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for 

"Alcoholism" as ABC news anchor Elizabeth Vargas has 

returned to rehab yesterday! 

8-18-14 No sign of "Cold Hearted MD's" warming up to 

Mandatory Organ Donation Executive Order. Vigorous 

exercise appears to be safe and beneficial for heart 

transplant patients, according to new research. 

8-18-14 No sign of "Obese Women" grasping fat cells turn into 

cancer cells there fore Vigorous exercise appears to save some 

lives of women who would have died of breast cancer. Thin is 

in!! 

8-18-14 No sign of... 1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on 

an Eiffel Tower Structure being built all over the World. 

8-18-14 No sign of... 1,001 Los Alamos "Clone's" being built at 

every University on Earth, Neurons of the brain are 

notoriously difficult to study in a laboratory environment 

because neurons grow and connect to other neurons in a 

complex 3D environment. Scientists at the Tissue 

Engineering Resource Center at Tufts University have 

developed a new material that in many ways replicates how 

the brain functions, allowing them to study neurons up close 

for extended periods of time. 

8-18-14 No sign of... Tufts University Tissue Engineering 

Resource Center getting $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 
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Resource Center getting $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 

Super Computers IBM delivered to Los Alamos this decade. 

From 2010 to 2014. 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-18-14 Warning signs of... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... satirical websites like the 

Onion, are written by 1984 II government employees!! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... "iPhone 6" A highly 

questionable report out of the Far East on Friday includes 

photos of what are claimed to be parts from Apple's rumored 

5.5-inch "iPhone 6," to use tricams active cams and other 

rock climbing gear you need to prevent your iPhone6 from 

falling off a Cliff. Mad Rock Ultra Tech Twist-Lock Carabiner 

to the rescue of your iPhone6 while rock climbing or having 

coffee at the new Apple-Starbucks Stores! Belay rope in the 

carabiners will save you a $190 glass repair at Radio Shack. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Genentech's bevacizumab, 

referred to as Avastin on the market, has gained approval 

for use in combination chemotherapy for late-stage cervical 

cancer. Women with late-stage cervical cancer would bring 

"Invent or Die" "Brainstorming with Greg" to the $1 Trillion 

dollar New Manhattan Project for the cure of Breast and 

Cervical Cancer" lead by Dr. Nancy who would say if it works 

put it in the water!! Invent or Die!! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... RAMAT GAN, Israel — Aside 

from the six-figure price tag, what was striking was just how 

easy it was for Ophira Dorin to buy a kidney. 
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easy it was for Ophira Dorin to buy a kidney. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... RAMAT GAN, Israel Vice 

President Dick Cheney, 71, is recovering after undergoing a 

heart transplant. Cheney's NY Times front page story on how 

he bought a Heart will be on the front page of the New York 

Times after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Vice President Dick Cheney, 

71, is recovering after undergoing a heart transplant. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... RAMAT GAN, Israel Two years 

ago, as she faced the dispiriting prospect of spending years 

on dialysis, Ms. Dorin set out to find an organ broker who 

could help her bypass Israel’s lengthy transplant wait list. 

Only 36, she had a promising job at a software company and 

dreams 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... iApps to reinvent kidney 

dialysis will be written ASAP. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... RAMAT GAN, Israel Living 

donors account for about 40 percent of the roughly 80,000 

kidney transplants performed worldwide each year, 

according to the W.H.O. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... RAMAT GAN, Israel In the 

United States, the number of kidney transplants has 

remained static for a decade at 16,000 to 17,000 a year. 

During the same period, the waiting list for kidneys from 

deceased donors has nearly doubled, passing 100,000 this 

year. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Saudi Arabia, Mecca organ 

transplant statistics will be on the front page of the New York 

Times ASAP. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Key West, Fl Mandy Miles let 
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8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Key West, Fl Mandy Miles let 

out the cat and fell hitting her eye on the door knob and 

breaking 1 ankle and bruising the other... from what I 

could follow in her article today she fell over the welcome 

mat at the front door letting the cat out!! How could this 

make the front page of the NY Times next Sunday? MD's who 

buy and sell hearts for Cheney are cold hearted BMF's! Many 

own nursing homes and make $777 Billion off grandma + 

grandpa falls! This is a true story just as true as Ms. Dorin 

Ramat Gan Israel. The NY Times knows MD's who own 

nursing homes make $777 Billion from falls that "ALL" could 

be prevented... with laser guided Fighter Jet high technology 

and air bag Outfits, air bag floors... iApp will get many 

other way all falls in nursing home can be prevented. 

Falling asleep on the toilet in the nursing home. The MD 

owner forbids any seat belt on the toilets as he the MD makes 

a killing in this accident with the plastic surgery for face 

repairs! Cold Hearted MD's who did Cheney will kill someone 

to get a heart that matches the patient. I'm serious. Everyone 

who reads my web knows that Pope Francis can not grasp 

Seoul will be NUKED in 2014 or 2015. Grasp MD's who own 

nursing homes will never install seat belts on the toilet. Greg 

+ 4 MD wives will discover how gravity is generated before 

this is Nursing Home Code! Grasp it!! Thank God Pope Frances 

can't said I was follow Pentagon orders... 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Starbucks plans to revamp its 

scheduling system to give its 130,000 baristas far more stable 

hours, The New York Times reports. The change comes after 

years of complaints regarding erratic schedules, including a 

Times article Wednesday. Times article on "Apple-Starbucks 

Stores" with 100,000 Apple MacBook Air's and another 

100,000 MacBook pro's with the 27" Apple monitor just a few 

as this is "Public" Internet Cafe taking on the "Real" 

meaning of "Internet Cafe" not just providing wifi but Apple 

will provide 100,000 Apple Techs who can write her, say a 

women MD is having coffee then surgery. Apple Tech could 

write what she wants in an iApp before she finishes her coffee 

on a Giant 84" Monitor with other MD's watching the writing 
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on a Giant 84" Monitor with other MD's watching the writing 

of iApps. MD learning cure to write 1,001 iApps them selves 

would be hours... with a 84" monitor and an MacBook pro... 

of course to run the iapps they write they will need the Intel 

Zeon CPU. 1,001 New Apple-Starbucks Stores will open at 

Medical School Hospitals. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... HOXIE, Ark. - Arkansas State 

Police are reporting that a freight train collision has 

claimed the lives of two people and left two others injured. 

Laser Guided ElectricWindmillFord Escort high technology of 

a Fighter Jet would share its high tech with freight trains! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... The crime scene at the corner 

of Broadway and West 151st St. Photo: G.N. Miller. Two men 

were shot and killed in a drive-by shooting in Manhattan 

on a bloody Sunday night that saw five other people 

wounded in three unrelated shootings - Apple's Drop Cam on 

Dash with mic, wifi cell communication would have 

prevented this killing. 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... satirical websites like the 

Onion, are written by government employees!! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... Genentech's bevacizumab, 

referred to as Avastin on the market, has gained approval 

for use in combination chemotherapy for late-stage cervical 

cancer.Women with late-stage cervical cancer would bring 

"Invent or Die" "Brainstorming with Greg" to the $1 Trillion 

dollar New Manhattan Project for the cure of Breast and 

Cervical Cancer" lead by Dr. Nancy who would say if it works 

put it in the water!! Invent or Die!! 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... 

8-17-14 NY Times Front Page... 
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8-16-14 The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

Dr. Jake Dr. Brett Earnest the non drinker... Yale Key West 

Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be 

built today! Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to 

build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. 

8-16-14 NEW YORK (Reuters) - A drunken commuter stabbed 

and wounded three men with a knife as he got off a subway 

train arriving at New York's Grand Central Terminal early 

on Saturday morning, police said. Police said statistics show 

19K women murdered in 2014 85% of the men are drunk at 

the time of the Murder! 

8-16-14 100’s of Trikes and 100’s of wheels are missing from 

Key West Bikes all over town and the Priest at Saint Mary 

Star of the Sea could care less... like the Pope not coming to 

grips with the reality that Seoul will be NUKED in 2014 or 

2015 as a sure thing!! 

8-16-14 Over 800,000 people attended a huge open-air Mass 

in the centre of Seoul, South Korea, led by Pope Francis, 

where he beatified 124 early Korean martyrs on Saturday. 

8-16-14 The Pope not coming to grips with the reality that 

Seoul will be NUKED in 2014 or 2015 as a sure thing!! 

8-16-14 Gene Simmons Tells People With Depression: 'Kill 

Yourself' Huffington Post - Gene Simmons of Kiss arrives at 

Fox's American Idol 

8-16-14 1 million men + women in the USA who committed 

suicide never ever would have if the 1 trillionth 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort was coming off the Ford 

Assembly Line! 1984 II the movie will convict Jimmy Carter, 

Kennedy, Kerry, McCain, Bush, Bill + Melinda Gates. Yale 

History too. 

8-16-14 The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 
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8-16-14 The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

Dr. Jake + Dr. Brett in their next novel will write in details 

how New Generations of MIT Drones targeted the Next 

Generation of new medical tools! 

8-16-14 Enemies "OJ" - "OJ" use to steal bikes, today there is a 

futuristic iApp to catch teen "OJ's" who steal bike and take 

wheels, 100's in Key West and "OJ" got them all. After the 

"1984" people make contact I will take the wheels off every 

"OJ" car in Key West... revenge on the Admiral will be get the 

Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!! Brainstorming with 4 MD Wives 

in a Legal Polygamous Marriage!!!! That will get the 

Admiral mad as Hell. Hell 1 nearby star can "Shine" for the 

next 4 Trillion Years, time enough for NASA to Sink the fleet 

of JFK's for Hospital Air Craft Carriers staffed with 100,000 

MD's! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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